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Abstract. The dense plasma focus (DPF), a coaxial plasma gun, utilizes pulsed high current 
electrical discharge to heat and compress the plasma to very high density and temperature with 
energy densities in the range of 1-10×1010 J/m3. The DPF device has always been in the 
company of several alternative magnetic fusion devices as it produces intense fusion neutrons. 
Several experiments conducted on many different DPF devices ranging over several order of 
storage energy have demonstrated that at higher storage energy the neutron production does not 
follow I4 scaling laws and deteriorate significantly raising concern about the device’s capability 
and relevance for fusion energy. On the other hand, the high energy density pinch plasma in 
DPF device makes it a multiple radiation source of ions, electron, soft and hard x-rays, and 
neutrons, making it useful for several applications in many different fields such as lithography, 
radiography, imaging, activation analysis, radioisotopes production etc. Being a source of hot 
dense plasma, strong shockwave, intense energetic beams and radiation, etc, the DPF device, 
additionally, shows tremendous potential for applications in plasma nanoscience and plasma 
nanotechnology. In the present paper, the key features of plasma focus device are critically 
discussed to understand the novelties and opportunities that this device offers in processing and 
synthesis of nanophase materials using, both, the top-down and bottom-up approach. The 
results of recent key experimental investigations performed on (i) the processing and 
modification of bulk target substrates for phase change, surface reconstruction and 
nanostructurization, (ii) the nanostructurization of PLD grown magnetic thin films, and (iii) 
direct synthesis of nanostructured (nanowire, nanosheets and nanoflowers) materials using 
anode target material ablation, ablated plasma and background reactive gas based synthesis and 
purely gas phase synthesis of various different types of nanostructured materials using DPF 
device will discussed to establish this device as versatile tool for plasma nanotechnology. 

1. Introduction 
The dense plasma focus (DPF) device was independently developed in variant forms by Mather [1] 
in the U.S.  and by Filippov et  al. [2] in erstwhile the U.S.S.R. during the 1960s. The DPF device 
basically consists of a fast discharging energy storage capacitor bank connected to the coaxial electrode 
plasma focus load in a vacuum chamber through a low inductance fast switch. The typical DPF operation 
involves: (i) the initiation of a powerful electrical discharge across an insulator at the closed end of a 
coaxial electrode system in focus chamber filled with operating gas typically at few mbar pressure, (ii) 
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followed by a current sheath formation and acceleration in axial phase toward the open end of the electrode 
assembly, (iii) rapid compression of current sheath at the top of the central electrode in radial collapse 
phase to form dense (~1026 cm-3) and hot  (~1 keV) pinch plasma column and (iv) finally the disruption 
and decay of pinched plasma column. Almost immediately after its development in 1960s, it was 
realised that the DPF is an abundant source of multiple radiations like neutrons, relativistic electrons, 
soft/hard X-rays, and fast ions but much of the initial interest and progress in DPF devices was driven 
by its high neutron yield. 
 
1.1 DPF for Mainstream Fusion Research 
During 1960s, the observation of highly intense burst of neutrons from DPF led to the premature 
announcement of thermonuclear fusion being achieved. As a result of this, research on DPF started in 
many laboratories [3-8] all over the world leading to great progress in improving the associated 
technology and in understanding of physical phenomena taking place in this system. The scope of DPF 
in fusion research increased as technological development enabled successful operation of large DPF 
machines leading to better understanding and formulation of scaling laws of DPF performances. Some 
of the main investigations concerning the scope of DPF in fusion research program are presented next. 

The neutron yield in plasma focus device has been reported to scale as 𝑌𝑛~𝐸02 where E0 is storage 
energy of the DPF capacitor bank [9-12]. This led to the construction of bigger DPF devices with 
larger storage energy for higher neutron yields. Rager [13] proposed that a 30 MJ plasma focus 
facility, working much below breakeven at a level at which α-particles do no influence as yet the 
scaling of neutron yield and the plasma dynamics, may act as a nuclear design test facility as the 
achievable neutron fluence in this facility will be sufficiently high. He predicted that a 300 MJ facility 
may act as breakeven plasma focus for thermonuclear fusion application with product 𝑛τ = 3 ×
1020 m−3s, neutron yield of about 𝑌𝑛 = 3 × 1020 neutron/pulse and thermonuclear power of 1 GW 
for 1 Hz repetition rate operation. Korzhavin [14] concluded that DPF of 30 MJ storage energy with 
30 kV capacitor charging voltage will be energetically close to the thermonuclear efficiency of 10%. 
He argued, if the efficiency is further increased then the DPF neutron source will be able to produce 
the fuel for several reactor-convertors. It is well known that the neutron production in DPF devices is 
by joint thermal and beam-target acceleration mechanisms and the beam-target type collisions 
associated with instabilities are more dominant in comparison to thermonuclear reactions. Korzhavin 
[14] proposed that if the discharge current in DPF is raised to ten mega ampere then neutron emission 
will be purely thermal in nature with negligible contribution from turbulent mechanism. Gratton et al. 
[15] studied the properties of the out flowing corona generated by the ablation of solid micro sphere 
within a hot, dense plasma and noticed that plasma columns such as those produced in DPF devices 
may drive the implosion of the solid microsphere. They showed that the pinch plasma column of kJ 
DPF device is potentially a driver comparable to a multi-beam kJ Nd-Yag laser facility concluding 
that the attention should be paid to DPF research in context of inertial fusion research.  

Experiments conducted in various labs on DPFs with different storage energy invariably observed 
and reported strong anisotropy in neutrons measurements with number of neutrons along the electrode 
axis to be always much higher than in the perpendicular direction suggesting that neutrons are mainly 
produced by beam target mechanism and contribution of thermonuclear origin is rather low [3, 16-20]. 
This resulted in serious doubts about the originally envisioned potentiality of DPF as an alternative 
thermonuclear fusion reactor. Nevertheless, the scope of DPF of in mainstream fusion research and 
technology was recognized as early as in late seventies when Cloth and Conrads [21] and Zucker et al. 
[22] proposed a programme to develop DPF as neutron source for blanket and materials problems of 
controlled thermonuclear reactor. It is a well-established fact that one of the key issues still to be 
resolved in the quest for fusion energy production is the characterization, qualification and 
development of advanced plasma facing materials capable of withstanding the extreme radiation and 
heat loads expected in fusion reactors from high flux of neutrons in addition to a plasma containing 
energetic gammas, x-rays, ions and electrons. The DPF is an excellent plasma simulator for testing 
materials under extreme conditions as it provides a realistic fusion reactor environment including 
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gamma rays, x-rays, ions, electrons and neutrons. The DPF is more energy efficient than most fusion 
plasma simulators because of the approximate 𝐸02 scaling of neutron yield and the point source 
characteristics. It is accepted that large area reactor simulators would, no doubt, be necessary for 
screening of large number of materials, however, for specific material tests and to qualify the results of 
large scale fission reactor irradiations the DPF represents a good alternative. The advantages of DPF 
are high neutron yield with right neutron energy spectra, point source characteristics and possibility of 
higher repetition rate operations which allows high flux levels for faster tests or higher doses in 
reasonable time, relatively small size and cost and the lower power requirement. It is due to these 
reason the research efforts in this direction have continued and have recently gained more momentum 
through IAEA led coordinated research projects. IAEA has recognized and clearly stated in its report 
[23] that “Dense magnetized plasma (DMP) devices serve as a first test bench for testing of fusion 
relevant plasma facing materials, diagnostic development and calibration, technologies and scaling to 
conceptual principles of larger devices while sophisticated testing facilities such as the International 
Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) are being designed.” 

The concentrated and collaborative research efforts under the umbrella of IAEA’s coordinated 
research project [24] is ongoing and expected to create (i) a data base of erosion rates of selected 
candidate materials (different tungsten grades and coatings, beryllium, CFC, SiC) under different heat 
and particle load conditions and different sample treatment scenarios and (ii) scientific base for 
improved understanding of mechanisms of plasma-material interaction and surface modification, 
possibly leading to the development of more advanced plasma-facing materials for fusion and other 
applications. While coming years will see the increased reporting of the research efforts and outcomes 
in this field this review is going to concentrate on another important development of the use and 
application of DPF devices for plasma nanotechnology.  
 
1.2 DPF for Plasma Nanotechnology 
The hot dense pinch plasma and plasma instabilities in DPF device makes it not only an intense source 
of fusion relevant neutron but also and an intrinsic, energetic and abundant source of multiple 
radiations like relativistic electrons [25-27], soft/hard X-rays [28-32], and fast ions [33-38]. These 
multiple radiations make it suitable for applications in wide variety of fields such as: pulsed activation 
analysis [39, 40], production of highly ionized species [41], X-ray lithography [42-48], X-ray 
radiography[49-57], and short lived radioisotope production [58-62]. In addition to the above 
mentioned wide ranging applications, another most regularly and routinely investigated application of 
DPF device has been in the areas of bulk and thin film material processing and synthesis. The first 
ever application of DPF device for processing of bulk material (AISI 304 stainless steel coupons) was 
reported by Feugeas et al. [63] while Rawat et al. [64] were first to report the processing of lead 
zirconate titanate thin film in DPF device. The first ever deposition of thin film, of carbon, was 
reported by Kant et al. [65]. After that more than hundred research papers have been written on 
various material processing and synthesis related work done by various plasma focus groups across the 
globe. Many of these papers highlight that in both cases, i.e. in case of processing of bulk substrates 
and thin films and also in case of direct synthesis of thin films, nanostructured materials are formed.  

This review paper aims (i) to highlight several key and distinctive features of DPF device which 
sets it apart from routinely used low temperature plasma devices for nanostructured material synthesis, 
and (ii) to establish DPF as a novel high energy density plasma processing as well as deposition 
facility, in the fast emerging field of “Plasma Nanotechnology”, for nanoscale material fabrications. 
 
2. Plasmas for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology: Plasma Nanotechnology 
The nanotechnology refers to the manipulation of matter with at least one dimension sized from 1 to 
100 nanometers, through certain chemical and/or physical processes, to create materials, devices, and 
systems with fundamentally new properties and functions because of their small dimensions. The 
functionalization of nanoscale materials and their integration into nano-devices is leading to a 
revolution in wide ranging industries with numerous nanotechnology-enabled products fast becoming 
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part of our daily life. The conceptualization, development and optimization of various possible routes 
and processes, for synthesis of nanoscale materials, are one of the most active areas of research in 
nanotechnology. There are numerous routes for nanoscale material synthesis, which include milling 
and vapor condensation routes, chemical routes and nature’s biological routes. The plasmas based and 
plasma-assisted processes have become most versatile tools of nanoscale fabrication as plasmas 
provide a complex, reactive and far from equilibrium chemical factory. This has led to the 
development of new field which is popularly referred as “Plasma Nanoscience” and/or “Plasma 
Nanotechnology” [66, 67]. 

The plasmas used in plasma nanotechnology can be broadly classified into (i) low temperature 
(cold) plasmas which are used by industry and material research community, and (ii) high temperature 
(hot) high energy density plasmas from fusion, pinch and intense discharge sources with densities and 
temperatures many orders of magnitude higher than that of cold plasmas. The following subsections 
provide key features of low and high temperature plasmas used in plasma nanotechnology. 

 

 
Figure 1. The plasma parameters of various types of plasmas. The low temperature plasmas routinely 
used in plasma nanotechnology are inside the red box while the high energy density DPF source is 
shown orange and blue box which belong to the category of hot plasmas. 
 
2.1. Low Temperature (Cold) Plasmas for Plasma Nanotechnology  
The low temperature plasmas are mainly produced by ac or dc electric gas discharge or by gas 
discharges initiated by RF or microwave electromagnetic fields and are characterized by low electron 
kinetic temperatures ranging from fractions to few tens of eV with low degree of gas ionization 
resulting in large fraction of the gas in neutral state. The low temperature plasmas used in plasma 
nanotechnology are grouped in red box in Figure 1 and can be further classified into non-equilibrium 
and equilibrium (thermal) plasmas. The non-equilibrium plasmas are formed when either the low 
operating pressure results in insufficient collisions between electrons and ions and neutrals and hence 
the equilibrium is not reached or high operating pressure having higher collision rates but the plasmas 
are short lived interrupting the equilibration process. They are described by relation Te>>Ti=Tg, where 
Te, Ti and Tg are temperatures of electrons, ions and background gas, respectively, and represent their 
mean kinetic energies. The thermal plasmas, on the other hand, are the plasmas in thermal equilibrium 
where the frequent collision between the electrons and ions and neutrals, for high pressure plasma 
discharges, results in equilibration of temperatures among the charged and neutral species i.e. Te ~ Ti ~ 
Tg. The low temperature, equilibrium and non-equilibrium type, cold plasmas have been used 
extensively in plasma nanotechnology due to their interesting combination of electrical, thermal and 
chemical properties making them indispensable and versatile tool for plasma nanotechnology. The 
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excellent reviews and reports on various types of low temperature plasma that are used in plasma 
nanotechnology can be found in references [67-69].  

 
2.2. High Energy Density High Temperature (Hot) Plasmas for Plasma Nanotechnology  
The hot plasmas, grouped in blue box in Figure 1, have temperatures from few to several keV making 
matter to be in almost fully-ionized state. In this group of hot plasmas one can find the DPF device, 
focus of this review paper, on almost the highest side of plasma density.  The energy density of DPF 
devices, estimated by dividing the energy stored in the DPF capacitor bank by the volume of the final 
pinch plasma column, is reported to be in the range of (1.2-9.5)×1010 J/m3 [70] making it a high energy 
density plasma facility. The high energy density plasmas, by definition, refers to the plasmas which 
are heated and compressed to extreme energy densities, exceeding 1011 J/m3 (the energy density of a 
hydrogen molecule) [71]. The magnitude of physical parameters associated with high-energy-density 
physics is enormous: shock waves at hundreds of km/s (approaching a million km per hour), 
temperatures of millions of degrees, and pressures that exceeds 100 million atmospheres. The plasmas 
with energy densities in the range of (1-10)×1010 J/m3 are also now classified as high energy density 
plasmas and hence the DPF devices fall in this category. The Figure 1 shows the clear differences, in 
terms of plasma parameters, between routinely used low temperature plasmas in plasma 
nanotechnology and high energy density DPF device plasmas which are emerging as novel plasma 
nanotechnology tool with both plasma densities and temperature to be about minimum of two to three 
orders of magnitude higher than low temperature plasmas. It is not only the plasma temperature and 
the plasma density that are different in DPF devices compared to low temperatures plasma devices but 
there are several other features that uniquely belong to DPF devices and set them significantly apart 
from conventionally used low temperature plasma nanotechnology devices. These features are 
discussed next.  
 
3. DPF: Device Layout, Plasma Dynamics and Key Features 
The overall experimental setup of DPF device, with its main subsystems, as a material processing and 
deposition facility is shown in Figure 2. The DPF processing/deposition facility consist of (i) the DPF 
vacuum chamber containing (a) the coaxial electrode assembly consisting of central electrode (anode)  
surrounded coaxially by multiple cathode rods, (b) an aperture assembly, (c) a shutter, and (d) an 
axially moveable substrate holder; (ii) the vacuum pump and gas inlet connections; (iii) a capacitor 
bank connected to high voltage power supply; (iv) low inductance high current fast discharging switch 
(or switches) and transmission lines between the capacitor bank and the DPF load; (v) trigger 
electronics to activate the high current switches; and (vi) various diagnostics as per the requirements 
of the experiment being conducted. 

The capacitor bank is first charged to high voltages (typically in 10-30 kV range) using high 
voltage power supply. The electrical energy stored in the capacitor bank is then transferred across the 
electrode assembly by activating fast switches which initiates a discharge across the insulator sleeve at 
the closed end of the electrode assembly. This discharge then evolves into a well-defined sheath of 
plasma in about 100 to 500 ns for DPF devices having the quarter time period of about 500 and 3000 
ns, respectively [32, 72]. The current sheath then moves in an inverse pinch manner forming an axially 
symmetric current sheath near the closed end of the electrode assembly. Driven by J×B force, the 
current sheath then accelerates along the electrode assembly in what is commonly referred as axial 
acceleration phase. The typical current sheath speed in axial acceleration phase is reported to be about 
4-6 cm/µs. As the current sheath reaches the open end of the anode and starts to roll over anode it is 
said to enter into radial acceleration phase where it collapses on anode axis forming the hot and dense 
pinch plasma column. The radial speed of current sheath in radial compression phase is about 2 to 2.5 
time the speed in axial phase which results in extremely fast moving shock. The fast moving shock 
front ahead of the collapsing current sheath can result into plasma temperature of about several 
hundred electron volts; while the reflected shock at the axis, together with the magnetic compression, 
can finally raise this temperature to around 1-2 keV. Soon after the formation of pinched plasma 
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columns it breaks up due to m = 0 and m = l instabilities. The m = 0 mode instabilities accelerate the 
ions of the filling gas species to very high energies towards the top of the chamber and accelerate 
electrons to relativistic energies (100 keV and above) towards the positively charged anode. A fast 
moving axial ionization wave-front, produced by the ionization caused by energetic ions, later 
develops into a bubble-like structure [73]. The ionizing front coincides with the beginning of the hard 
X-ray emission due to the interaction of energetic electron with anode tip material and also the neutron 
pulses for deuterium filled DPF device. The pinched plasma column finally breaks up and 
disintegrates leading to the decay of hot and dense plasma. For more details about DPF devices 
readers are advised to refer to excellent reviews written by J. Tendys [8], A. Bernard et al. [74], V. A. 
Gribkov et al. [56], and M. Krishnan [12]. A detailed review highlighting several applications of DPF 
device in plasma nanotechnology can also be found in reference [75]. 

  

 
 
 

 
The optimized DPF devices exhibit unique universality i.e. many typical parameters and 

characteristic features of pinch plasmas, current sheath dynamics, various radiation and energetic 
charged particles are very similar and are not affected by the dimensions of coaxial electrode 
assembly, capacitor bank energy, peak discharge current, and the operating gas type. The typical 
values of various key parameters of interest for optimized DPF devices that exhibit unique universality 
of DPF devices are given below.  

(i) The current sheath speed in axial acceleration phase is typically in the range of 2 to 10 cm/µs 
[9, 76] which shock-heats the plasmas to electron and ion temperatures of about 100 and 300 
eV, respectively, at the end of the axial acceleration phase [77]. 

Figure 2. The schematic of DPF material processing/synthesis facility 
with its various subsystems. 
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(ii) The current sheath speed in radial compression phase is typically about 2 to 2.5 times that of 
the axial speed [76].  

(iii) The electron/ion densities in pinch plasmas are in the range of 5×1024 –1026 m-3 [37, 78].  
(iv) The electron and ion temperatures of pinch plasmas are in the range of 200 eV – 2 keV [73] 

and 300 eV – 1.5 keV [78], respectively.  
(v) The energies of instability accelerated electrons, which moves towards the anode, are in the 

range of few tens to few hundreds of keV [25, 79].  
(vi) The energies of instability accelerated ions, which mostly move axial along the anode axis 

towards the top of the DPF chamber, are in the range of tens of keV to few MeV [33, 80]. The 
ions are mostly forward directed with most of the ions being emitted in narrow angel of 20° 
with respect to the anode axis. 

(vii) The UV, soft and hard x-rays with photon energies ranging from hundreds to several hundred 
thousands of eV have been measured in DPF device [28-32]. 

The DPF devices are essentially transient discharge of a capacitive driver, C0, into an inductive 
load, L comprising of fixed system inductance L0 and dynamic plasma inductance Lp, with the 
characteristic transient discharge duration of the order of the �𝐿𝐶0 , which typically ranges from few 
hundred ns for low energy sub-kJ DPF devices to several µs for high energy hundreds of kJ or MJ 
large DPF devices. Hence the durations of pinch plasma, radiation and energetic particles in DPF 
devices, which are typically some fraction of characteristic discharge duration, are of the order of tens 
of ns to about hundred or several hundred ns [50 – 53]. This makes all phenomena of interest in DPF 
device being highly transient in nature. Hence, “in DPF devices the very high densities and 
temperatures of pinch plasmas, very high flux of high energy instability accelerated ions and 
electrons, intense energetic radiations, fast moving shock and hot-dense decaying plasma combined 
with their transient nature offers a kind of plasma and radiation environment that is drastically 
different from the ambience of low temperature plasmas conventionally used in plasma 
nanotechnology for nanostructured material synthesis”. 
 
4. Top-down and Bottom-up Nanoscale Fabrications using DPF devices  
The nanostructured material synthesis methods involve two different strategies commonly referred as 
“bottom-up” and “top-down” approaches, shown in Figure 3. The "bottom-up" approach creates 
nanoscale materials from assembling atoms and molecules; while the "top-down" approach relies on 
the successive fragmentations or processing of macro-scale materials to smaller nano-sized objects. 
The radiation and charged particle emission characteristics of DPF allow the nanostructured material 
synthesis through both routes. 
 

 
Figure 3. “Top-down” and “bottom-up” synthesis of nanofabrication. 
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4.1. Top-down Nanoscale Fabrication by Transient Processing of Bulk/Thin Films in DPF   
This method involves the exposure of bulk or thin film samples to the different number of DPF shots. 
It may be pointed out that while the nanostructurization of the entire thickness of the thin film can be 
achieved by its exposure to DPF shots but for bulk material only the top surface layer of the bulk 
sample is processed and nanostructurized by its exposure to DPF shots. The setup for the processing of 
bulk or thin film sample in UNU-ICPT DPF facility, which is a 3.3 kJ device at 15 kV charging 
voltage with peak discharge current of about 170 kA, in our Plasma Radiation Source Lab in Nanyang 
Technological University, Singapore is shown in Figure 2. The sample, to be processed, can be placed 
either along the anode axis or different angular position with respect to the anode axis and at different 
distances using an axially moving sample holder 

The sample exposed to DPF shot is processed by a complex mix of high energy high-flux photons, 
instability accelerated energetic ions, fast moving ionization wave-front, strong shock wave, and hot 
and dense decaying plasma. For efficient processing of samples in DPF device one should take note of 
following additional characteristics of DPF device and use the appropriate strategies:  

(i) The DPF devices possess a point-source like characteristics and therefore it can be safely 
assumed that the above mentioned energetic ions, radiation and hot-dense decaying plasma are 
essentially emitted from point source (tip of pinched plasma column) and then spread out. 
Hence, with the increasing distance of exposure the ions/radiation/plasma flux will decrease or 
in words the energy flux delivered at different distances of exposure is different. This gives the 
possibility of different degree of processing of the sample by simply changing its exposure 
distance from the anode top and also by using different number of DPF exposure shots. 

(ii) One of the drawbacks of DPF devices is the lack of exact reproducibility i.e. there is variation in 
device performance (and hence the radiation and charged particle yield) from one shot to 
another. To minimize the shot to shot variation in performance the device should be conditioned 
for consistent and efficient performance. Normally, few to few tens of conditioning shots are 
required, depending on device and its prior state of operation, to achieve efficient pinching in 
DPF device. During conditioning shots a mechanical shutter should be employed, refer Figure 
2, to avoid any unwarranted exposure of sample to the less efficient conditioning shots. The 
conditioning of DPF ensures reliable shot to shot operation of DPF device. Once the good 
focusing efficiency, monitored by current and/or voltage probe, is achieved then the shutter is 
removed and the sample is exposed during the next DPF shot. 

(iii) Another important area of concern for irradiation/processing experiments in DPF is the metal 
impurities from ablation of anode material by the instability accelerated electrons and hot dense 
pinch plasma.  If substantial care is not taken then undesirable debris of ablated anode top 
material may deposit on the exposed sample surface. The ablation on undesirable anode material 
can be minimized, to a very large extent, by using deep hollow anode with relatively thin wall. 
A further reduction in anode wall material debris on the exposed sample surface is achieved 
with the use of aperture assembly, shown in Figure 2. The aperture assembly should preferably 
be made up of material which has higher ablation threshold such as brass. 

(iv) Depending on the application, one should carefully choose the gas to be used as the operating 
media. Inert gases such as neon and argon have been used in many studies where the aim was to 
simply process the material to change its physical characteristics without affecting its 
composition. Reactive gases such nitrogen, oxygen, acetylene, methane etc. have been used for 
the formation of nitrides, oxides and carbides in the irradiated/processed materials. 

(v) Due to delivery of high flux and high energy instability accelerated ions, energetic radiations, 
shock exposure and hot-dense decay plasmas in a very short time (with different events lasting 
from few tens of ns to several µs), the processing of material in DPF device is equivalent to 
ultra-fast annealing. Sanchez and Feugeas [81] estimated the generation of intense transient 
heating slopes and heating speeds as high as ~3600 K μm−1 and ~40 K ns−1  respectively, on 
various metal sample surface confirming the ultra-fast annealing rate in DPF device. The rapid 
surface temperature rise, beyond evaporation point, followed by the rapid cooling results in 
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strong thermal effect on the exposed material which bring out the changes in their several 
physical properties and compositional characteristics. The extent of thermal excursion of the 
sample surface can be tailored easily either by changing the exposure distance or the angular 
position of the sample being exposed.  

It may be important to highlight over here that though the processing of target material in DPF 
device is a very complex process due to the involvement of very complex radiation, shock and plasma 
wind but the main processing component undoubtedly is the forward-directed energetic ion beam. 
Typical characteristics of energetic ions have been mentioned earlier in section 3. The nano-
structuring of thin film, through nanoparticle formation, using single DPF shot irradiation with 
hydrogen as the operating gas was firstly reported by Jiaji et al. [82]. To understand the mechanism of 
nanoparticle formation they used a Faraday cup and deduced H+ ion energies to be in the range of 
about 35 keV to 1.5 MeV and ion flux to be about 2.63 × 1014 ions cm−2 at target placed at 5 cm from 
the anode top. As mentioned, for various processing and ion implantation experiments different gases 
such as argon, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon etc. ions have been used in DPF devices. Recently, ion 
beam fluences and flux for various gases, at the exit point of the pinch, in a DPF device have been 
numerically estimated and reported by Lee and Saw [83, 84].  

Following sub-subsections, using some selected examples, will illustrate the application of DPF 
device for nanoscale fabrication after being processed by transient complex mix of radiation, shock, 
plasma and charged particle. 

 
4.1.1. Nano-structuring of Bulk Substrate Surface. Several experiments have conducted and reported 
on exposure of different bulk substrate materials, such as titanium [81, 85-90], stainless steel [63, 81, 
91-93], silicon [94-100], aluminium [101-103], zirconium [104-110], zirconia [111], tungsten [112] 
etc, using plasma focus devices. Many of the SEM (scanning electron microscopy) images of the DPF 
irradiated sample surfaces shown in these research paper clearly show the surface reconstruction with 
nanostructures being formed on them. The formation of nanostructures on Ti and W samples exposed 
to different DPF devices for different number of shots, at different distances and angular positions, for 
different filling gas is shown in Figure 4. The surface of the unexposed Ti and W substrates are shown 
in Figure 4(a) and 4(g), respectively. The low-magnification image in Figure 4(a) shows linear scratch 
marks of mechanical polish on unexposed Ti sample surface by abrasive silicon carbide paper, while 
the high magnification image of unexposed W samples in Figure 4(g) shows variable sized and shaped 
grains and pits. The exposure of these bulk substrate samples to DPF shot with efficient pinching, as 
indicated by electrical probe signals, at lower distances of exposure causes extreme transient 
temperature rise of the top few micron thick layer of the sample surface which results in sputtering, 
melting and re-solidification of this top layer. This is clearly seen in Figure 4(b) which shows 
reconstruction with extensive smoothening of the exposed surface after the Ti sample, placed along 
anode axis at axial distance of 5 cm, is irradiated with 30 DPF shots with nitrogen as the operating gas. 
The SEM image at higher magnification, refer Figure 4(c), shows the formation of self-organized 
linear nanostructures on the sample surface. It may be mentioned that the dark grey islands observed 
in Figure 4(c) are not large grains but itself composed of very small nanoparticles (not visible at this 
magnification) within the boundaries of these linear nanostructures. The exposure of Ti substrate to 
DPF operation in nitrogen ambience led to the TiN layer formation on the substrate surface. The 
greater details about the structural, compositional and hardness of the surface TiN layer can be found 
in our paper [88].  

Similarly, the exposure of Ti substrate to methane operated plasma focus devices led to formation of 
nancomposite titanium oxycarbide (TiCxOy) layer on the exposed Ti substrate surface where the 
carbon was provide by the dissociation of background reactive methane and oxygen probably came 
from the background impurity. The exposure of Ti substrate to methane operated DPF was conducted 
in two different DPF devices; low current 190 kA, 3.2 kJ single shot UNU/ICTP DPF and high 
performance 430 kA, 3.1 kJ NX2 DPF devices. The comparison of SEM images in Figure 4(d) and 
4(f) shows the formation of titanium oxycarbide nanoparticles on the substrate surface for both DPF 
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devices exhibiting the reproducibility of the results from two independent devices. The reproducibility 
of results is one big question mark on the credibility of DPF device for material related work that the 
critics would often raise due to the well-known shot to shot variation of DPF devices. But our 
experience has demonstrated that for a vigorously optimised DPF device this is not an issue as the 
running average performance of a well optimized device can be very consistent [113]. The size of 
nanoparticles in Figure 4(d) is about 35-50 nm whereas in Figure 4(f) is about 20 nm. The bigger size 
of nanoparticles in Figure 4(d) is attributed to the higher energy and material flux due to exposure at 
lower distance as well as along the anode axis. The off-axis irradiation at angular position of 10° with 
respect to anode axis as well as at higher distance of 9 cm results in lower material and energy flux at 
the irradiated substrate surface leading to smaller nanoparticle size. The SEM image of the Ti substrate 
exposed along anode axis in NX2 device, shown in Figure 4(e), exhibits features similar to the one 
observed in Figure 4(c) with linear nanostructures. The greater details about the structural, 
compositional and hardness of the nanostructured nanocomposite titanium oxycarbide layer formed on 
DPF irradiated Ti substrate surface can be found in our paper [87]. 

 

 
Figure 4. SEM images of unexposed and irradiated Ti and W samples in different DPF devices. The 
distance (z) and angular position (θ) of the samples, number of DPF irradiation shots and DPF 
operating gas for each of the exposure experiment are mentioned in SEM images.  

 
The Figure 4(g-i) shows SEM images of the unexposed and irradiated tungsten samples. The 

unexposed mechanically polished sample in Figure 4(g) shows the rough surface but as such does not 
show any nanostructure formation. The SEM images of 10 and 15 shot irradiations in hydrogen 
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operated UNU/ICTP DPF device, shown in Figure 4(h) and 4(i) respectively, exhibit the formation of 
nanoparticles and nanoparticle agglomerates on the irradiated tungsten surface. The size of 
nanoparticles is about 15-20 nm for 10 shot irradiation though the nanoparticles are also seen to 
agglomerate resulting in the formation of particle agglomerates with size varying from 100 to 300 nm. 
The tungsten sample irradiated with 15 shots shows mostly particle agglomerates with the further 
increase in their size to about 200-800 nm. It may however be noted that these big size particle 
agglomerates are made up of nanoparticles with size varying from about 40 to 60 nm. The increase in 
nanoparticle and particle agglomerate size with greater number of irradiation shots can be attributed 
enhanced transient thermal treatment of the sample surface. 
 
4.1.2. Nano-structuring of Thin/Thick Films. The nano-structuring of pulsed laser ablation deposited 
FePt thin films in hydrogen operated DPF device [82, 114, 115] and polyaniline thick film in nitrogen 
operated DPF device [116] has been demonstrated. The FePt thin films were processed in main DPF 
chamber essentially by upwardly moving hydrogen ions as the aperture assembly was used whereas 
the polyaniline (PA) thick films were processed by backward moving relativistic electron beam after 
being extracted through the hollow anode in a separate chamber attached to bottom exit point of the 
anode as shown in Figure 5. The FePt thin films and PA thick films exposures were done in two 
different DPF devices and Figure 5 represents the combined schematic of the experimental setup of 
these two different experiments. The PLD grown 67 nm FePt samples were processed in 3 kJ 
hydrogen operated UNU-ICTP DPF device by Jiaji et al. [117] at a distance of the 5 cm from the 
anode top, while the few tens of micrometer thick PA films prepared by chemical oxidation method 
were exposed in 2.2 kJ Mather-type nitrogen operated DPF device [33] by Mohanty et al. [116].  

The SEM images shown in Figure 5 show that the surface morphology of FePt thin films changed 
from smooth uniform film for as-deposited sample to the film with uniform and isolated nanoparticles 
after a single DPF shot exposure. The average size of the FePt nanoparticles formed upon single shot 
exposure was found to be about 9.1±2.3 nm. The increase in number of ion irradiation DPF shots to 
two resulted in agglomeration of FePt nanoparticles to bigger sized agglomerates of about 51.3±7.4 
nm. Z.Y. Pan et al. repeated the experiments with 100 nm thick PLD grown FePt thin films and were 
able to reproduce nano-structuring of FePt thin films in hydrogen operated UNU-ICTP DPF device 
using different number of focus shots [114] as well as different exposure distances (5, 6 and 7 cm) 
[115]. The mechanism of nano-structuring of the DPF exposed thin film can be understood from the 
characteristics of instability accelerated ions of the filling gas species. Though the ion energy is found 
to vary over a very big range from few tens of keV to few MeV, but the mean energy of the bulk of the 
H+ ions in UNU-ICTP DPF has been estimated to be 124 keV [82].  The projected range of the H+ ions 
of this mean energy is about half-micrometer in FePt, as estimated from SRIM ®. Therefore, most of 
the H+ ions stop and deposit bulk of their energy in silicon substrate at the Bragg peak position as the 
thickness of FePt thin films was only about 67 or 100 nm. This would result in heating of silicon 
substrate to very high temperature in a very short span of time. The thermal energy is then conducted 
to the FePt thin films and causes the diffusion of metal atoms either through the lattice or along grain 
boundaries. The diffusion releases the thermal expansion mismatch stresses between the silicon oxide 
layer of the silicon substrate surface and the PLD coated FePt thin film, leading to the formation of 
nanoparticles at the surface layer of FePt thin films. One of the biggest advantages of nano-structuring 
using a DPF device is that it can achieve nano-structuring of thin film in single shot exposure with ion 
pulse duration of the order of a few hundred ns compared with hours of irradiation time required for 
other reported continuous ion sources [118]. 
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Figure 5. The combined schematic of DPF device showing the exposure of FePt thin film to energetic 
ions in UNU/ICTP device in Singapore [117] and PA thick film to energetic electrons in another DPF 
device in Guwahati, India [116]. The images on the right show the changes in surface morphology to 
nanoparticles and nanowires after DPF exposure.  
 

The SEM images of the unexposed and energetic electron beam exposed PA films are also included 
in Figure 5. As-synthesized PA thick films are relatively smooth with some aggregates of polyaniline 
granules. Exposure of PA thick films to the electron beam in a single DPF shot resulted in the 
formation of network of interwoven nanowires, with diameter of about 50–80 nm and lengths 
extending up to 10 µm, at many places over the film sample surface, as shown in Figure 5. Liang et al. 
[119] took several hours for making PA nanowires using electrochemical deposition whereas Mohanty 
et al.  [116] were able to grow network of PA nanowires in single DPF shot in ultrashort time-scale of 
about microsecond, the pulse duration of energetic electrons [120] in DPF device. 
 
4.2. Bottom-up Nanoscale Fabrication in DPF   

The DPF devices have been used for the deposition of different types of thin films [25, 65, 107, 110, 
121-139]. It has invariably been observed that the surface morphologies of thin films deposited with 
DPF are essentially nanostructured with nanoparticles and nanoparticle agglomerates. Many different 
thin film deposition configurations, shown as setup C1 to setup C4 in Figure 6, have been used in DPF 
devices. Before moving on to discuss the bottom-up nanoscale fabrication in DPF device through 
some selected examples, the following subsection provides the details of different thin film deposition 
configurations that have been used in DPF devices.  

 
4.2.1. Deposition Configurations of DPF Devices for Nanoscale Fabrication. The first ever 
configuration for thin film deposition in DPF device, used for carbon thin film synthesis by Kant et al. 
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[65], is shown as setup C1 in Figure 6. The setup C1 used the instability accelerated energetic ion 
beam and hot dense decaying plasma to ablate the target T placed down the anode stream in specially 
designed Perspex box in which the substrate was mounted in geometrical shadow region of the box to 
avoid its direct exposure to ions and plasma from the anode top. This setup used hollow anode to 
reduce impurities from anode rim to be deposited on the target. The method, however, has drawbacks 
of poor target ablation, deposition of anode material impurities on target, and ablation of Perspex box 
material by ions and hot-dense decay plasma resulting in more impurities. 

One of the commonly used DPF based deposition configurations is the setup C2 where no substrate 
was used for thin film deposition rather the bulk target surface irradiated at lower distances gets 
sputtered, melted and re-solidified to form a top thin layer of different stoichiometry on the target 
itself. For example, when the targets T of materials such as Ti/Al/Zr/W etc. are exposed to DPF shots 
operated with reactive background gas such as nitrogen then the thin layer of TiN/AlN/ZrN/WN etc. 
are observed to form on target surface [86, 92, 105, 140, 141]. The operation of DPF with carbon 
containing gas such as methane or acetylene or combination of gases such methane and nitrogen has 
resulted in the formation of carbide [85, 97, 98, 142] or carbonitride [99, 108] thin films on the 
irradiated target surface. This method, though simple, has the disadvantage of thin film being not 
transferred to other substrate material and it is very difficult to find and control the thickness of the top 
layer formed. Moreover, these experiments were conducted mainly with hollow copper anode and 
would still have the probability of having ablated copper impurities to be deposited on the top layer.  

The setup C3, shown in Figure 6 and first time used and reported by Rawat et al. [121],  is the most 
flexible and versatile DPF based thin film deposition configuration whereby either the entire anode or 
anode tip is made of the target material (to save the cost) and the substrate (on which thin film is to be 
deposited) is placed at a certain fixed distance from the anode top either along the anode axis or at 
known angular position. A suitable (inert or reactive) operating gas and anode tip material 
combination is used for the deposition of various types of thin films on suitable substrate. For 
example, hard coating of TiN can be deposited on stainless steel (SS) substrate by using DPF fitted 
with Ti anode or Ti anode tip on copper anode and by operating the DPF in nitrogen ambience [122]. 
High pinch plasma temperature causes the complete ionization of the filling gas species (nitrogen) 
resulting formation of nitrogen ions, atoms and molecules. The interaction of backward moving 
relativistic electrons and energetic plasma cause the ablation of Ti anode material forming the Ti 
plasma which then reacts with ambient nitrogen plasma resulting in TiN formation on SS substrate 
placed down the anode axis. Similarly, for TiC coating the Ti anode fitted DPF just needs to be 
operated with gas containing carbon such as methane or acetylene. It has however been found that the 
DPF operation in these gases is non-reliable and inconsistent  [121]. It is for this reason these gas are 
normally used as admixture with inert gases such as argon or neon. Thus, the deposition of thin films 
of carbides, nitrides or oxides of any metal can simply be achieved using suitable reactive background 
gases such nitrogen, acetylene, methane, and oxygen or their combinations. In case of synthesis of 
magnetic materials, such as Fe, FeCo, CoPt etc., reactive gases were not used rather the device was 
operated either in inert ambient or with hydrogen. The use of entire anode or the anode tip made up of 
the material which (or whose compound) is to be deposited on substrate removes anode impurity 
problem faced in the setup C1 and C2. The ablation rate of the target material is highest for the setup 
C3 resulting in higher deposition rates for this deposition configuration. As the depositions in DPF 
devices are conducted in multiple shots, the energetic ions of the filling gas species from next DPF 
shot process the material deposited in previous shot in a way similar to the one explained in setup C2. 
The setup C3, therefore, can be classified as ion and plasma assisted pulsed electron deposition 
process as the hot-dense decaying plasma and the energetic ions of gas species also process the thin 
film that is deposited on the substrate surface. 
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Figure 6. Various configurations of target (material to be ablated and deposited) and substrate in DPF 
devices used for thin film depositions. Different setups (C1 to C4) use different plasma/radiation 
components for target ablation. 
 

  The deposition configuration shown as setup C4 in Figure 6 was used Zhang et al. [25] for 
deposition of nanostructured thin film of FeCo. They referred their setup as PFPED (Plasma Focus 
assisted Pulsed Electron Deposition) facility in which an additional chamber was attached to the anode 
flange within which the ablation of the target material was essentially done by pulsed relativistic 
electron beam extracted through the hollow anode. The development of PFPED was motivated by the 
use of pulsed high power electron beams as novel tools for processing of material surfaces [143, 144] 
and their ability to exhibit stoichiometric deposition of complex multi-component materials [143, 
145]. The routinely used deposition method of setup C3 has the advantage of efficient and effective 
ablation of anode material, however it also has disadvantages such as (i) the energetic ion 
bombardment of the deposited sample by the next deposition shot are inevitable, which may have a 
positive or a negative influence and also allows lesser control over the processing of the deposited 
material and (ii) the deposition chamber is always at high filling gas pressures (in the mbar range) 
compared with other plasma based deposition systems. The chamber pressure range in setups C1 to C3 
is essentially controlled by mass number of filling gas species (bigger is the mass number and smaller 
is the pressure operation range of PF) etc. The PFPED of setup C4 provides much better control over 
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the deposition process in the PF device as the unavoidable exposure to energetic ions and plasmas is 
not there. On the other hand, the setup C4 is more difficult to assemble and the target ablation rate 
(and hence the thin film deposition rate) is much lower compared to setup C3. 

Each of the DPF based deposition processes shown in setup C1 to C4 has its own limitations and 
disadvantages but based on the extensive experience that our group has we strongly believe that the 
setup C3 is the most versatile and efficient for thin film deposition. The next subsection, using some 
selected examples will illustrate key features that DPF offers in nanoscale fabrication or 
nanostructured thin film formation.  
 

4.2.2. Selected Examples and Features of Nanoscale Fabrication using DPF Devices.  The Figure 7 
shows the some selected SEM images of nano-structured material synthesized using DPF devices. It 
can be seen from SEM images that DPF devices is able to synthesize 0-, 1-, 2- and 3- dimensional 
(dim) nanostructures. The spherical nanoparticles (NPs) seen in Figure 7(a-d) are the examples of 0-
dim nanostructures that are the most routinely synthesized in DPF devices. While NPs are visibly 
present over the entire substrate surface in Figure 7(a & b), they are also present as the background in 
Figure 7(c & d). It was interesting to note that once background carpet of 0-dim NPs is formed on the 
substrate surface then higher dimensional nanostructures, such as 1-dim linear network of beaded NPs 
(seen in Figure 7(c)) and 2- and 3-dim nanostructures such as graphene nanosheets (features in white 
circle marked as 1 in Figure 7(d)) and graphene nanoflowers (features in green circle marked as 3 or 
3G in Figure 7(d)), can grow on this NP carpet. It may be important to point out that the graphene 
nanosheets and nanoflowers are grown in gas phase synthesis by using methane-nitrogen admixture 
discharge in UNU/ICTP device. These are very new and exciting results where the DPF device has 
been successfully used for synthesis of 2- and 3-dim nanostructures and will be presented in detail in 
near future. 

It has invariably been observed that the surface morphologies of thin films deposited with DPF are 
essentially nanostructured with NPs formed over the entire substrate area particularly when deposition 
setup C1, C3 and C4 (shown in Figure 6) are used. The synthesis mechanism of NPs in DPF device 
can be understood by drawing analogy from PLD based synthesis of NPs. Happy et al. [146] 
investigate the surface morphology of FeCo thin grown by PLD method. They observed smooth and 
uniform FeCo thin films formation on substrate surface, without any nanofeatures, at low background 
pressure operation (about 10-6 mbar) of PLD chamber. The low background pressure lowers the 
interaction of laser ablated plasma with background gas resulting in higher kinetic energy of the plume 
species on the substrate surface leading to greater adatom mobility and hence the uniform thin film 
formation on the surface. The high pressure operation (mbar range), according to them and Jiaji et al. 
[147] on the other hand, results in lower kinetic energy of the ablated species on the substrate surface 
leading to less adatom mobility on substrate surface resulting in NP formation. The DPF deposition 
setups of C1, C3 and C4 are similar to PLD with the difference that the target ablation, instead of 
being done by intense laser light, is caused different radiation/charged particle/plasma component. The 
DPF operation however is always limited to higher pressure regime, typically in the range of about 
few mbar for all gases, for efficient plasma focus operation. This leads to 0-dim NPs formation on the 
substrate surface, as explained above, in all DPF based depositions. 

Other features of nanostructured material synthesis in DPF devices, as deduced from several 
experiments conducted and reported by different groups, are as follows: 

(i) Until certain number of DPF deposition shots, the size of NPs increases with the increasing 
number of focus shots. The increase in NP size with the increase in number of shots is seen in 
image sequence (a) to (d) in Figure 8. The average size of FeCo NP was found to increase 
linearly from about 45 nm for 10 shots deposition to about 75 nm for 30 shots deposition in 
UNU/ICTP DPF device for depositions done at substrates angular position of 18° with respect 
of the anode axis [126]. The increase in NPs size with the increasing number of deposition 
shots is also observed at higher angular position of 36°. This implies the NPs synthesized and 
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deposited during the first DPF shot continue to act as the growth site resulting in increase in 
NP size with more shots. However, as mentioned earlier through the observation in Figure 7 
that after certain number of DPF shots, depending on the nature of material being deposited, 
higher dimensional nanostructures may start to nucleate/grow on background NPs carpet layer. 

  
Figure 7. Synthesis of 0-, 1-, 2- and 3- dimensional nanostructures using DPF devices. 

(ii) The comparison of FeCo NPs deposited at two different angular positions of 18 and 36 
degrees with respect to anode axis shows that for similar number of deposition shots the NPs 
grown at higher angular position are smaller in size. This can be attributed to essentially 
forward-directed ablated material plume [123] from the anode top which results in decrease in 
ablated material flux with the increase in angle with respect to anode axis.  

(iii) The average size of NPs decreases with the increase in ambient operating gas pressure. This is 
evident in the SEM image sequence shown in Figure 8(i-l) for CoPt NP deposition using NX2 
DPF device using 25 deposition shots at deposition distance of 25 cm. The average CoPt NP 
size was found to decrease from about 35 nm for 4 mbar deposition to about 10 nm for 
deposition done at 8 mbar [128]. The average thickness of CoPt thin film was also found to 
decrease from about 58 nm for 4 mbar to about 22 nm for 8 mbar deposition. The decrease in 
NP size as well as film thickness with increasing filling gas pressure is due to two factors: (i) 
beyond certain operating gas pressure, the focusing efficiency decreases with the increase in 
filling gas pressure resulting in lesser ablated material from the anode target with lower kinetic 
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energies, and (ii) with the increase in ambient gas pressure, the collision frequency between 
the ablation material plume and the ambient gas will increase, which causes the ablated 
material scatter more and also to lose more energy during their movement from the anode to 
the substrate. 

 

 
Figure 8. FeCo NPs using different number of DPF shots: (a-d) at angular position (AP) of 18°, and 
(e-h) at AP of 36° with respect to another. Other operating parameters of DPF devices such as 
charging voltage, ambient pressure, distance of deposition etc were kept fixed. (i-l) CoPt NPs 
synthesis with increase filling gas pressure while keeping other parameters fixed. 
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(iv) The nature of target material ablation, whose thin film is deposited using the setup C1, C3 and 
C4 of DPF shown in Figure 6, is quite similar to that of PLD as both are pulsed processes and 
use concentrated flux of energy to ablate the material. The only difference is that instead of 
using the concentrated flux of laser light energy used in PLD, a complex mix of pulsed 
energetic electrons/ions and hot-dense plasma is used in DPF device for material ablation. In 
both cases, PLD and DPF based ablation, the ablated material plume is also forward directed 
(normal to the target surface) with material flux being highest along the plume centre 
gradually decreasing radially outward. The DPF device, therefore, suffers from the criticism of 
non-uniform depositions at the substrate. However, with the availability of 10 Hz or higher 
repetition rate DPF systems [148-150] one can simply implement the off-axis rotation 
substrate strategy normally used in PLD device to achieve uniform thin film depositions.    

(v) The DPF devices, compared to PLD system, have shown to have significantly higher material 
ablation rates and hence have thin film deposition rates. For example, the average deposition 
rate of CoPt thin film was about 1.78 nm/shot for NX2 plasma focus device operating at 880 J 
at 6 mbar hydrogen ambience at the substrate distance of 25 cm from the anode top  [128] 
which is more than 30 times higher as compared to that of conventional PLD for similar 
material such as FePt. Similarly, for ZnO nanostructured thin film deposition rates were found 
to be about 75 nm per shot giving rise to probability of achieving outstanding deposition rates 
of about 45 µm/min at 10 Hz repetition rate operation of NX2 DPF device [75]. The higher 
ablation rate of anode top material actually provide significant amount of material even at 
large distances of deposition. We have routinely observed that in NX2 plasma focus device we 
can achieve uniform thin film depositions over one inch substrate disc at the larger deposition 
distance of 25 cm without using any substrate rotation. 

(vi) Most of the depositions conducted in DPF devices are essentially multiple-shot depositions 
which results in transient processing of the thin film, already been deposited previously, by the 
instability-accelerated energetic ions and hot-dense decay plasma during the next DPF shot. 
This results in high packing density in the deposited films as well as simultaneous energetic 
processing (by transient heating) of thin films during deposition. The extent of transient 
annealing of the deposited material depends on the distance of deposition as well as on the 
efficient of DPF shot. This, however, most of the time results in direct crystalline phase 
formation in thin films deposited using DPF device [121, 122, 125, 127, 130, 132-135] 
without any need for post deposition annealing. 

 

5. Conclusions  
The DPF device has successfully been used by many different research groups across the globe for 
nanostructured material synthesis using both “bottom-up” and “top-down” approaches. Several thin 
film deposition configurations, in term of target-substrate orientation and placement and use of 
different ablative components, have been used in DPF devices for nanostructured material syntheses. 
Each of the DPF based deposition configurations has its own limitations and disadvantages but based 
on our extensive experience and survey of results from different groups we conclude that most 
versatile and efficient for thin film deposition setup is the where the target material (to be ablated) is 
used either as anode insert or as anode tip, background reactive gas is used in the DPF chamber and 
the substrate (on which thin film is deposited) is placed downstream either along or at some angle with 
respect to the anode axis. This setup allows deposition of nanostructured metallic, bi-metallic, carbide, 
nitride, oxide and composite thin films. The DPF device can also be used synthesis for 0-, 1-, 2- and 3-
dim nanostructures proving its immense potential in plasma nanoscience and nanotechnology. The 
DPF device offers a complex mixture of high energy ions of the filling gas species, immensely hot and 
dense decaying plasma, fast moving ionization wavefront and a strong shockwave that provides a 
unique plasma and physical/chemical environment that is completely unheard of in any other 
conventional plasma based deposition or processing facility making it a novel and versatile high 
energy density pulsed plasma device with immense potential for Plasma Nanotechnology. 
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